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The error of a numerical method may be much smaller for most instances than for 
the worst case. Also, two numerical methods may have the same maximal error 
although one of them usually is much better than the other. Such statements can be 
made precise by concepts from average case analysis. We give some examples where 
such an average case analysis seems to be more sensible than a worst case analysis. 
0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Many problems in numerical analysis may be abstractly formulated as 
follows: Let sets F and M and a mapping S_: F + M be given, The mapping 
S is to be approximated by some mapping S: F + M, where S E A and A is 
a set of admissible approximations. In many applications F is a set of real- 
valued functions on a set X and A = A,, = {s(f) = $(f(q), . . . , f(xn)) 
/Xi EX,~:[WR+M}.ForeachfEFandm EManerrorA(m,f)ZOis 
defined-for example, by A(m, f) = d(m, S(f)), where d is some metric on 
M. The number 
4,&) = sup A( 
is called the maximal error of 3. The number 
indicates how well S can be approximated on F by an 3 E A. Instead of 
eA,(F, 5’) we write e, (F, S). 
(For more details about a similar framework for studying such errors, see 
Traub and Woiniakowski (1980), Traub, Wasilkowski, and Wotniakowski 
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(1983)) and Nemirovsky and Yudin (1983). A recent survey is Woiniakowski 
(1985).) 
There are problems where the number eA(F, S) is rather large for some 
reasonable sets A. We give an example: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let s E N, F = {f: [O, ll"-+ q If(x) -f(y)/ 5 
max(x; - yi[}, s(f) = Jf(x> dh”(x), and A(m,f) = Im - s(f)l, i.e., 
A,,(s) = sup6, I S(f) - S(f) I. Then for n = ms (with m E No) 
en(F, S)= s 
2(s + 1) 
n-‘/S 
holds. (This follows from Suharev (1979) together with the well-known fact 
that there is a linear 3 E A, which is optimal.) Let s = 10, for example. Then 
e,(F, S) = 5/11 and en@, S) = 5/44 for IZ = 2” > 106. We see that 
e,(F, S) tends to zero rather slowly in this case. 
If one wants to approximate S (fo) by 3 (fo), only knowing that f E F, one 
has the estimate A(S(fo), fo) 5 A,,,(S), which is best possible, of course, if 
one insists on an exact deterministic error bound. On the other hand, in 
practical situations, it may be desirable to distinguish between two possi- 
bilities which are imaginable in such a situation: 
(a) For all or for mostf E F the error A@(f), f) of 3 is near A,,,(S). 
(b) The error of 3 is much smaller than A,,,(s) for mostf E F. Only 
for some extreme f E F is the error near A,,(s). 
Now the problem arises how such a distinction can be made in a precisely 
defined manner. Here different approaches are possible. In the following we 
discuss two of them. 
II. THEERROR OFMONTE CARLO METHODS 
Let F, S, A, and A be given as in Section I. We consider an approximation 
3 to be chosen at random, i.e., 3 = Q(w), where (Q(w)),~~ is a random 
variable and (Cn, B, m) is a suitable probability space. More exactly, we give 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION. A random variable Q = (Q(o)),~~ with values in A is 
called a Monte Carlo method in A, if {Q (0) I w E Cn} is a finite subset of A 
and the probability m (3) of each 3 E A is a rational number. The set of all 
Monte Carlo methods in A is denoted by C(A). The number 
a(Q) = go E@(Q (w)(f), f)*)“* 
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(where E is the expectation of a random variable) is called the error of the 
method Q. Finally, we define 
Remark. We must comment on this definition (for more details see No- 
vak, 1983b): There is a vehement controversy about the practical meaning of 
Monte Carlo methods-for the two points of view differing the most, see 
Coveyou (1969) and Zaremba (1968). First, observe that our definition of a 
Monte Carlo method is restrictive and not every random variable with values 
in A is called a Monte Carlo method. Thus the classical Monte Carlo method 
Q(w)(f) = (l/n) z?=‘=lf(xi(~)) = JDf(x) dK, where the xi are uniformly 
distributed over the domain D, K(D) = 1, and are independent, is not a 
Monte Carlo method according to this definition. 
It can, however, be approximated by our “restricted” Monte Carlo meth- 
ods. Our definition reflects the fact that not every random variable may be 
simulated by means of algorithmically produced random numbers. Checking 
the possibilities of producing random numbers might show that only a proba- 
bility space LI = {ai, . . . , a,} with rational m({q}) may be simulated by a 
computer or by a physical experiment. Thus the idea of more general Monte 
Carlo methods seems to be unreliable. On the other hand it has been argued 
that the idea of producing random numbers by means of a deterministic 
algorithm (in the sense that the laws of statistics should be applicable to these 
numbers) is absurd in itself. I think that this implies a much too strong 
restriction of stochastic reasoning: Statistics may be applied (and is indeed 
often applied) on phenomena that are not considered to be random in a strong 
“philosophical” meaning. 
Thus our notion of a Monte Carlo method seems to include exactly what 
is practically realizable. 
EXAMPLE 1 (CONTINUED). For our Example 1 (see Section I), the follow- 
ing inequalities hold: 
(i) a,@, S) 5 12-‘j2 . II- 1’2-“s (for n = m’, m E &), and 
(ii) a,(F, S) 2 (l/(8 ~2~‘” * (s + l)))n-1/2-1’s (for n = 2”-’ + ms, 
m E IV). 
(The special case s = 10 yields a,(& S) s 0.2887 and cr,(F, S) 5 
7.1667 X lop5 for 12 = 220.) 
Remark. Statement (i) is due to Haber (1966) (see also Novak, 1983b), 
and the second inequality can be proved by Proposition 4 of Novak (1986). 
In this example the numbers a,,@ S) tend to zero much faster than the 
numbers e, (F, S). This shows that there are approximations .? E A, with the 
propefiy that A6 (f), f) is much smaller than A,,(S) for most f E E We 
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give now an example where u~(F, S) is not much smaller than e,,(F, S) for 
alln EN: 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F = {f: [0, l] + R 1 Vat(f) 5 1) and S(f) = 
JAf(x) dx (and A(m,f) = 1 m - S(f) I). Then 
e,(F, S> = & and 
1 - 1 u~(F, S) 2 32-“‘* $ 
2n 
hold for all n E N. 
Remark. The statement on e, (F, S) is due to Zubrzycki (1963/ 1964)) and 
that on a, (F, S) is from Novak (1983a). 
We have seen that there are examples where the on tend to zero much faster 
than the e,. Now we treat the problem whether cm --f 0 implies e, + 0. 
EXA~~PLE 3. Let F = (0, l}“, M = F, and S = Id. The error function A 
is defined by 
N.L d = :, if f(i) = g(i) only for a finite number of i else. 
It is easy to prove that 
but 
e,(F, S) = 1 for all n 
a,(F, S) = 0 for all n. 
(L&N E Nandfi, . . . , fn E F with&(k) # J(k) for an infinite number of 
k (i # j). Now define Q(i)(f) = fi, where i E (1, . . . , N} is uniformly 
distributed. We clearly have Q E C(A,) for all n and o(Q) = N-l”, hence 
a,(F, S) 5 N-l”.) 
This example shows that it may happen that a, --, 0 does not imply 
e, + 0. The following proposition shows that this cannot happen if we 
assume a normed space setting. In this case no more problems are tractable 
by Monte Carlo methods (in the restricted sense as defined above) than by 
deterministic methods. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M be a normed space and A(m, f) = 11rn - S(f) I(. 
Then 
lim a,(F, S) = lili e,(F, S) n+m 
is valid. 
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Proof. Letr EN,mi~OandZ~Z=lmj= l.Thenforthemeanvalue 
E = Ei=i MiXi the inequality X;=r 11 xi - x llmi 1 [Jx - x )I is valid for all 
x E M. By this and the Jensen inequality, 
i IIXi - X112mi 2 (IX - X11* (*I 
i=l 
follows for all x E M. This property of the mean value will be used: Let 
lim, u,(F, S) = 6 E II3 and let E > 0. Then there is an n E N and a 
f E C(A,) with o(Q) = supf,, (E(A(Q(f),f))2)1’2 I 6 + E. Let n = 
01, . . . 9 w,} with m({cq}) = mi be the probability space that is taken as a 
basis. For eachf E F we have 
i II Q (wi)(f) - S(f) I12mi 5 (6 + •1~. 
i=l 
By means of (*) and with s(f): = EFI miQ(wi)(f) it follows that 
IIW) - W>l12 5 (6 + Ej2 
for each f E F. It is easy to see that 3 E A,, and therefore we get 
enr(F, S) I S + E. The statement follows. 
III. THE AVERAGE ERROR OF (DETERMINISTIC) METHODS 
Let F, S, and A be given. How can an average error of an approximation 
3: F + M be defined? The most natural way to define an average error of 3 
might be through 
I NS(f), f) &~(f), F 
where ,.&F is some probability measure on F (the number 
(I A6 (f) 9 f)* &F(f))“2 is also used as a measure for the average error of 
s). This approach to average errors has been studied by A. V. Suldin (1959) 
and by Larkin (1972) and is further investigated in recent work of Traub, 
Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski; see Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woinia- 
kowski (1984), Wasilkowski and Woiniakowski (1984), and the recent sur- 
vey by Wasilkowski (1985). I cannot sumrnarize here the results which have 
been obtained within this stream of research and I would like to make only 
one remark: In certain situations it seems to be difficult to find “the right” or 
even “a reasonable” probability measure ,..+ on F. See also Novak (1984) and 
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the remark on pages 26-27 of Nemirovsky and Yudin (1983). I would like 
to consider another approach here which may be useful in some situations: 
First we assume that 3 has the form s = C#J. N, where N: F ---, Iw” and 
4: R” + M. The mapping N plays the role of information, the approximation 
S uses only N(f) E [w”, not f itself (f is thought to be unknown). For 
example, each ,$ E A,, is of the form 3 = qf~ *IV, where N(f) = (f(x,), . . , 
f (Al)). 
We have seen that the estimate A@(f), f) 5 A,,,(s) is the best one, valid 
for allf E F. This estimate is an a priori estimate; it does not depend on the 
information N(f) . 
Knowing N(f) = x E UP, of course 
is valid. This a posteriori error estimate may be much better than the a priori 
bound for manyf E E If p is a probability measure on N(F) we can define 
an average a posteriori error by JNtF) (Y (x) C+J (x). In this case the choice of p 
should strongly depend on N. If, for instance, we change N by a linear 
mapping, then p should be appropriately changed. If an a priori measure pF 
on F is known then p should be taken as /.+N-‘. In the following, we take 
the (normed) Lebesgue measure which is distinguished in many ways. More 
exactly, we give the following definition: 
First Case. Let N(F) be measurable with positive finite Lebesgue mea- 
sure. Then let 
A!,,,(S) = ’ 1 A”(N (F 1) a(x) dh” N(F) 
if this integral exists. 
Second Case. Let N(F) be of the form N(F) = P + V with a vector 
space V and a set P that has for an m < n a positive finite P-measure. 
Furthermore, let a have the property (Y (p + 01) = ar (p + ~2) for all p E P 
and ul, u2 E V. Then we define 
1 
AL(S) = h”(p) p I 
a(x) dh” 
if this integral exists. 
Remarks. (a) We give a very simple example for the second case of this 
definition: Let F = {f: [0, l] + FJ I If(x) -f(~)l 5 Ix - ~11 and sf= 
Jf(x) dx with A(m,f) = I m - S(f)(. For N(f) = Cf@>, f(l)) and 
S(f) = l(m) + f(l)> we have N(F) = {(x, y) E R2 I Ix - y I 5 l} and 
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a((x, y)) = $ - :1x - ~1’. Since A2(N(F)) = w we cannot define A&,(s) 
as in the first case but because of a(x, y)) = a((0, y - x)) it seems to be 
reasonable to define A!,&) = f J’, a(0, t) dt = i as in the second case. 
(b) Our definition of the average a posteriori error is a slight variant of 
a definition which was given (together with a different theoretical back- 
ground) in Novak (1984). If {A(+($, g) 1 g E F, N(g) = x} = [0, a(x)] for 
almost all x E N(F), the two definitions differ only by a factor 2. In general, 
however, the definitions of the respective functions (Y: N(F) --$ [w differ by 
a larger factor. 
We think that the present definition is more suitable and give a theoretical 
reason: If 3, = 4, .N and s2 = c#J~. N with A(s,(f), f) 5 A(S,(f), f) for all 
f E F, our present definition of course yields A&,(sJ 5 Afv,,(,!?2). This prop- 
erty of AX,, seems to be very natural but is not valid for the definition given 
in Novak (1984). 
(c) In imitation of eA(F, s) and aA(F, s), one can define 
aA (F, s) = inf AX,,(S). 
The infimum has to be taken over all 3 E A, for which AgyV&) exists. We 
stress that N depends on ,? in this definition. Again we write a,(F, S) instead 
Of a,# s>. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let F = {f: [0, l] 
S(f) = Sbfb) d 
+ FJi I If(x) - f(Y) I 5 Ix - Y IL 
x, and A@(f), f) = I s(f) - S(f) I. For this example it is 
known that 
(4 e,(F, S) = 1/4n, 
(b) 32-‘an -3/2 I a,,@, S) I 12-‘12. ne3j2, and 
(c) a,(F, S) = 1/(6n - 2). 
For statements (a) and (b) see our Example 1. Statement (c) follows from 
Novak (1984). In all cases suitable approximations which take the respective 
error bounds are known. It is interesting that the optimal approximations for 
(a) and (c) are different. 
Remark. The inequality UA (F, S) 5 eA (F, s) seems to be rather obvious 
and it holds if we postulate that Afver(s) is defined for suitable 3. 
Our Example 5 shows that there are linear problems such that 
u,(F, S) = e, (F, S) for all n, whereas our Example 6 shows that there are 
linear problems with a, (F, S) + 0 but e,(F, S) = 1 for all n. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let al > u2. . . be a sequence of positive numbers with 
X1 ui < 03 and let F = {f: N + R I If(i) I % a;}. We consider S,(f) = f 
with Ai(m,f) = ((m -fill and S,(f) = XLif(i) with A2(m, f) = 
lm - S2C-f) I. It is easy to see that in both cases 
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e,(F,Si)= 5 ai and %(F, Si) = en@ Si) 
i=n+ 1 
hold for all n. An algorithm S* E A,, which is optimal both in the worst case 
and in the average case is 
s*(f) = (fm,.m . . ’ ,&f(n), 0, * . .) for S,, 
s*(f) = if(i) 
i=l 
for Sz. 
We also see that the optimal algorithm (and hence the optimal information N) 
is unique in each case. This is an example where the knowledge of N(f) does 
not yield a better a posteriori error bound for any f E F. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let F be defined by F = {f: [0, l[ + R’ 1 f is continuous, 
f(0) = 0, and Var(f) I 1). We consider the problem S(f) = limX,l f(x) 
withA(m,f) = 1 m - S(f) I. It is easy to see that e,(F, S) = 1 for all IZ. (For 
given N there are fi, ft E F with N(J) = N(f2) = 0 and S(J) = -1, 
S(f2) = 1). We compute a, (F, S): 
Let S*(f) = f(a,), where N(f) = (f(ar), . . . ,f(a,)) with 0 < al < 
a2 < - - ’ <u,<l. We get (w(x) = (1 - lx,1 - IX, - X21 - 
- - Ixnn-, - x,1) forx E N(F) = {x E [w” I Ix, I + Ix, - x21 + . . . + 
i.i-, - x, I 5 1). An easy computation of the integral yields 
G’v&*) = -$ . 
For every other ,‘? E A, we have CC~ (x) 2 Q*(X) and hence S * is optimal. We 
may argue that in this example the error A@*(f), f) is much smaller than 
A,@*) = 1 for most f E F. 
Remarks. (a) In the last example we have A,,@*) = 1 and also 
A,,,&SO) = 1, where S,(f) = f(0) = 0 for all f E F. Hence both approxi- 
mations cannot be distinguished by their maximal errors. We see that AE;I,, 
may be more sensible than A,: Of course we have A~V&J = 1. 
(b) A similar phenomenon might occur in the next example, which seems 
to be more interesting. First we define the classes A: of adaptive methods and 
the respective error bounds eid, IT:, and uZd. 
DEFINITION. Let Aid be the set of all approximations 3: F + M which use 
n values f(ai) whereby the ai are chosen adaptively, i.e., A: = 
6 = 4-N I N(f) = (J%l),fMf(~J)), . * . , f(%(f(d . . . 7 
f(u,,-I)))), where ai: [w’-’ + X; 4: R” -+ M}. Further we define 
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The numbers a*(& S) and aid@‘, S) are defined analogously. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let F  be a symmetric and convex set of boundedfinctions 
on a set X. We consider the approximation problem App: F  + F  given by the 
errorfunction A@(f), f) = 11 s(f) - film  and the optimization problem Opt 
given by the error function A(3 (f), f) = sup f - f (3 (f)). Then the follow- 
ing statements hold: 
and 
eid(E APP) = e,(F, App) = , . I, sup Jlfll inf 
x , , ,x&x fEF,f(xJ=O 
4 e,+ i(F, App) 5 G“ (F, Opt) 5 e, (F, Opt) 5 2e, (F, App). 
Remarks. (a) We do not define a mapping Opt: F  + X because there 
is no distinguished one. Observe, however, that all relevant data are given by 
the error function A. 
(b) proposition 2 is known (see Traub and Wo6niakowski, 1980; Was- 
ilkowski, 1984). It shows that concerning the maximal error adaptive meth- 
ods are no better than nonadaptive ones and that the seemingly harder problem 
App is no more difficult than the problem Opt. 
EXAMPLE 7. For the Lipschitz class F  of Example 1 all the numbers e,, of 
proposition 2 are equal to e, = in ’ -I” (for n = rs, r E No). This statement 
is easy to prove and is well known. It is also known that the respective 
numbers aid and a,, are only slightly smaller (see Nemirovsky and Yudin, 
1983). 
PROBLEM. We conjecture that for this F  the numbers aid (F, Opt) tend to 
zero much faster than the numbers a,, (F, Opt). Also, the problem Opt should 
be much easier than App on the average. This example m ight show that the 
investigation only of maximal errors is not enough. It would be interesting to 
have an estimate of the numbers aid and a, for this example. 
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